Abstract-This paper explores the stochastic scheduling of microgrids where energy exchange with the macrogrid must be coordinated ahead of time. In particular, a market structure is proposed in which microgrid operators make day-ahead energy exchange commitments. Microgrids are fined for deviating too far from commitments and a maximum difference between commitments in subsequent hours is enforced. These constraints are included to reduce the burden placed on the macrogrid by distributed generation. Under this market structure, a scheduling problem is formulated for a microgrid system consisting of microturbines, a photovoltaic array, a battery bank, and a bi-directional connection to the macrogrid. Chance-constrained optimization is used to minimize operational cost and ensure the energy exchange commitments are met. The problem is transformed into a mixed integer linear program, and is solved to show that these commitments can be satisfied with a high level of certainty and to illustrate inherent tradeoffs between microgrid performance and level of regulation.
I. INTRODUCTION

D
ISTRIBUTED power generation has many potential advantages: siting generation close to the ultimate load reduces transmission losses and macrogrid congestion; local renewable resources can be utilized to provide power with low carbon intensity; waste heat can be recovered to satisfy local heating and cooling loads; and dispatchable units can be controlled for load shaping [1] - [3] . A particular paradigm in this area is the microgrid, an autonomous power system which incorporates distributed generation and storage to serve a local load [4] , [5] . Microgrids may exist as stand-alone systems, or they may be connected to the macrogrid through a point of common coupling. Microgrids are well-suited for distributed renewables since the inherent stochasticity and intermittency of renewable power can be mitigated with dispatchable units like microturbines and battery banks.
However, increasing the penetration of non-dispatchable, distributed renewables into the current infrastructure presents many technical and economic challenges. Renewables increase the stochasticity of the residual load served by the macrogrid. In addition, temporal mismatch between generation and demand may cause deep troughs and sharp ramps in the residual load. These phenomena increase the cost and reduce the fuel efficiency of macrogrid power supply due to operation of power plants at low capacity factors, increased reserve requirements, and increased ramping [6] - [8] . These disruptions to macrogrid operation are the central problem addressed in this work.
Demand-side load shaping can be used to address these challenges [9] . The microgrid architecture enables this load shaping, but demand smoothing may not be economically optimal for microgrids under current market structures. In particular, net metering and feed-in tariffs are designed primarily to promote the usage of distributed renewables for environmental reasons, with distributed generation remunerated for exporting power without regard to the impact on the macrogrid. This, combined with other microgrid operating policies, such as heat-following for cogeneration, can exacerbate the aforementioned problems with integration of renewable power [3] , [10] . This potentially disruptive behavior has given rise to regulatory and financial barriers to microgrid adoption such as disallowing the export of power to the macrogrid or imposing high fixed costs (e.g., interconnection fees and monthly connection charges) to recoup the cost of maintaining the macrogrid, supplying adequate reserve margins, and servicing these highly uncertain and variable loads [7] , [11] , [12] .
To address these issues, a potential market structure is proposed which seeks to alleviate concerns for both microgrid operators and utility companies. In particular, this market structure is formulated to allow microgrid operators to sell power to utility companies at known rates in exchange for explicitly limiting uncertainty and variability in the residual load. In the market structure proposed, microgrid operators must provide a day-ahead commitment for energy exchange with the macrogrid. Microgrid operators are penalized for deviating too far from commitments to reduce uncertainty, and the step-size between commitment values is limited to reduce variability. Such a market structure can help protect utility companies from the undue burden of renewable stochasticity, but also allows microgrid operators to meet these commitments through a variety of methods (e.g., dispatch of local thermal units and storage devices, curtailing of renewable units, and rescheduling of flexible loads). Moreover, since the residual load is better regulated, utility companies may be more amenable to negotiating better electricity rates or lower fixed costs for microgrids.
In this paper, we seek to determine the feasibility of the proposed market/regulatory structure (i.e., whether the commitments can be met with a high degree of satisfaction) and its effect on microgrid performance. To do so, we formulate a chance-constrained scheduling problem and evaluate its performance in terms of the frequency and magnitude of commitment violations, characteristics of the residual load, cost of energy supply, curtailment of renewable power, and fuel efficiency. Particular attention is paid to how tuning the market parameters changes microgrid performance and energy exchange regulation. To facilitate a straightforward presentation of the optimization problem and results, an electric-only microgrid with inflexible load is considered. The potential limitations in this regard and future extensions (i.e., to a system with active loads) are discussed.
The structure of the paper is as follows. In Section II a review of related literature on the scheduling and dispatch of microgrids is performed. In Section III, a formal description of the market structure is presented. In Section IV the scheduling optimization problem is formulated. In Section V a case study is introduced, and results are presented in Section VI. Finally, in Section VII overall conclusions are drawn.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Microgrid scheduling and control systems are used to dispatch available local generation units, coordinate the charging and discharging of storage systems, and manage controllable loads. The primary goal is typically ensuring that end-user energy demands are met, but other operational objectives are often considered, such as minimizing fuel usage, operating cost, and environmental impact or maximizing renewables utilization and fuel efficiency.
Several authors have formulated microgrid scheduling and dispatch problems where energy exchange is minimized or not allowed. These formulations avoid the detrimental interactions with the macrogrid, but add operational difficulties as microgrids must be self-reliant. One approach to this problem is to implement a control system which responds almost instantaneously to changing weather and load conditions. For example, rule-based power management algorithms [13] and metaheurisitic approaches like particle swarm optimization [14] offer rapid (but not necessarily optimal) response to any disturbance. Similarly, dynamic programming can be used to quickly reject forecasting errors by redispatching generation or storage units [15] . Dynamic programming works well for microgrids with a small number of dispatchable units, but the number of states which must be considered and computation time grow combinatorially for highly heterogeneous systems. A more common approach is to formulate a traditional scheduling optimization problem which decides unit states and dispatch levels over a ∼1 day horizon to ensure long-term economic performance and optimization of storage levels. In particular, receding horizon optimization approaches may be used so that forecasting errors can be rejected [16] . Demand response can be incorporated into the schedule to shed, shift, or otherwise modify the load curve so that it better matches the availability of power [17] , [18] . Since there exists a significant amount of stochasticity in both the energy demands and renewable availability in microgrid-scale systems, extensions to stochastic or robust formulations have been proposed to improve performance of these stand-alone systems [19] - [22] . However, our previous work has shown that significant energy exchange with the macrogrid is necessary for microgrids to be economically competitive [23] , [24] . Therefore, if microgrids are to be widely adopted and not limited to niche applications, it is vital that they exchange energy with the macrogrid, but not in the potentially disruptive ways discussed in the introduction.
Many authors have considered the centralized scheduling of microgrids connected to the macrogrid in a simple tariff-based market scheme. In these formulations, the cost/revenue from energy exchange with the macrogrid may be constant, time-of-use (i.e., following a fixed schedule), or real-time. Dynamic programming has also been used for these grid-connected systems and may be used to incorporate a peak shaving constraint [25] . Scheduling problems which incorporate discrete operating modes and startup/shutdown costs have been formulated using mixed integer linear programming (MILP) [26] . Incorporating controllable loads into microgrid scheduling can be used to further improve the economic performance, and this problem has been addressed using a MILP approach [27] . Stochastic programming has been used for scheduling a microgrid with uncertainty in renewables output, local demand, market prices, and unit availability [20] , [28] . Finally, robust optimization has been used for scheduling microgrids considering the worst-case transaction cost resulting from uncertainty in renewables output [29] .
Scheduling and dispatch has also been considered for multiagent microgrids with an active aggregator. This aggregator acts as an autonomous agent which buys power from local generation units, sells power to local customers, and buys/sells power to the upstream macrogrid. Under such a market structure, deterministic optimization has been proposed for the dispatch of local generators and flexible loads [30] . In this formulation, generators and flexible loads are assumed to provide linear bids to the aggregator, and two market policies are investigated, i.e., minimizing overall microgrid cost and maximizing the aggregator's profit. A similar problem has been considered for a multi-agent microgrid where the aggregator may reserve capacity on the day-ahead market [31] . A distributed, iterative solution approach was proposed where consumer agents update their demand forecast in response to a price signal broadcasted by the aggregator. Optimization of the aggregator's profit has also been considered for the case where fixed rates are used for purchasing local renewable capacity and selling power to local users [32] . A hybrid stochastic/robust optimization was proposed where uncertainty in renewables is handled via a stochastic approach and uncertainty in the spot price is handled via a robust approach. A similar market structure is considered in [33] . In this formulation, the aggregator seeks to minimize its expected cost and conditional value at risk using stochastic optimization. Deterministic optimization has also been used to maximize the aggregator's profit when energy can only be purchased on the day-ahead market and recourse actions are limited to updating local generator setpoints and shedding loads [34] .
Scheduling of microgrids without an active aggregator has also been considered. For a microgrid with a small number of participants, agents may negotiate billateral energy contracts with each other or purchase/sell power to the upstream macrogrid. A bidding strategy based on robust optimization for such a microgrid has been proposed [35] . In a microgrid with a larger number of participants, direct negotiation between each agent may not be feasible. Instead, a market structure where each active user must commit to a net energy production/consumption in a day-ahead market is proposed in [36] . An iterative, asynchronous negotiation based on minimizing each users' expected cost was proposed for establishing day-ahead commitments, and recourse optimization was used to minimize the penalty each user incurred due to real-time deviation from their commitment.
Finally, centrally controlled microgrids which participate in the auction process of the power market have been considered. A hybrid stochastic/robust optimization for constructing microgrid bidding curves on the day-ahead wholesale market has been proposed in [37] . In this formulation, day-ahead clearing price and renewables output are treated with a stochastic optimization approach, while expensive purchases on the real-time market are minimized using a robust optimization approach. A market structure where a distribution network operator negotiates energy exchange contracts directly with microgrids has been considered in [21] . An iterative, distributed negotiation process was proposed where the microgrids and network operator each solve a stochastic optimization problem to maximize their own utility and then exchange information about requested energy exchange contracts.
A common weakness in many of these previous scheduling approaches for grid-connected systems is that they result in a residual load which is highly variable and stochastic. Some of the proposed market systems help to mitigate load uncertainty by encouraging microgrids to minimize their real-time energy purchases (e.g., [31] , [37] , and [38] ). However, residual load variability is treated only indirectly (e.g., by considering quadratic cost and welfare functions which discourage high peak loads). Moreover, these markets then introduce uncertainty into the volume and revenue of energy exchanges, which exacerbates payback uncertainty and may deter potential microgrid investors. In addition, auction rules must be carefully designed so that participants do not engage in strategic bidding which results in a socially sub-optimal market clearing [39] . Finally, implementation of certain auction-based or multi-agent markets may be impeded by the reluctance of entities to reveal pertinent private information or by the scalability if iterative negotiations are required. Other approaches have been proposed to explicitly reduce load variability (e.g., [40] ), but they do not address the uncertainty.
The proposed market structure seeks to address these issues and explicitly reduce both variability and uncertainty in the residual load. It differs from traditional feed-in tariff or net metering systems primarily due to the day-ahead energy exchange commitments that must be made. Also, unlike previous stochastic and robust scheduling formulations, we propose a chance-constrained scheduling problem which allows microgrid operators to optimize the expected economic performance based on point forecasts while also ensuring that the likelihood of unexpected commitment violations is very small.
III. PROPOSED MARKET
In this work, we focus on centrally coordinated, small to medium sized microgrids (e.g., those with a cumulative generation capacity < 1 MW), who are assumed to exchange power with a larger power system (referred to as the macrogrid) operated by a utility company. In order to arrive at a satisfactory market structure, we first identify the most salient objectives for each shareholder (i.e., the microgrid operator and the utility company). Microgrid operators are primarily concerned with ensuring that their energy demands can be met reliably and economically. Due to the stochasticity in both loads and renewables availability, it is difficult to design a robust self-sufficient microgrid system without significant oversizing of generation or storage, so the ability to exchange power with the macrogrid is vital. In addition, microgrid units are generally capital intensive with the assumption that they will yield economic benefits over their lifespan on the order of years to decades. Therefore, it is important to reduce any possible uncertainty in the design stage so that intelligent and economically efficient investments can be made. On the other hand, the utility is primarily concerned with how the integration of microgrids into their operating area will impact their operations. Specific concerns include the impact on the macrogrid power quality, amount of utility reserve capacity that must be committed, and ramp-rates of utility-scale power plants. In addition, the utility would prefer that microgrid residual load is low during peak hours and high during off-peak hours (to ensure that base-load plants can continue to operate at a high utilization factor).
From the microgrid operator perspective desirable market characteristics would be:
• The microgrid should be able to import and export power as needed • Rates for buying and selling power should be known during project planning so that estimates of financial payback can be made. It should be emphasized that this discussion is targeted towards single agent medium and small microgrids, and that larger microgrids may be more willing to participate in auction-based markets since they have less demand/generation uncertainty and more bargaining power.
For the utility, desirable market characteristics would be:
• Power demand/supply from the microgrids should be known sufficiently ahead of time so that utility plants can be committed/ramped appropriately • The ramp-rates of the macrogrid should be mild
• Microgrid operators should be fined for deviating from the committed schedule as it may require utilities to engage in expensive corrective action • Microgrids should supply power to the macrogrid during peak hours over non-peak hours. It should also be noted that the utility would likely be connected to many such microgrids as well as their non-microgrid customers. Thus, small deviations from the expected power exchange of an individual microgrid are unlikely to have a significant impact due to the smoothing effect of aggregation. This is especially true if each microgrid's deviation is a Gaussian-like process.
Motivated by this discussion, we propose a market structure which has a fixed tariff structure and requires microgrid operators to supply the utility with day-ahead commitments for net hourly energy exchange. In addition, the maximum difference between energy exchange commitments from hour-to-hour is constrained. The fixed tariff structure may be time-of-use (but not real time) in order to incentivize shifting load away from peak-hours. Finally, microgrid operators are allowed to deviate a small amount from their energy exchange commitment without penalty, but are heavily penalized outside of this small interval.
This market structure has two important market parameters, namely the schedule elasticity and schedule adaptability. The schedule elasticity is the maximum deviation from the committed energy exchange before penalties are incurred. The schedule adaptability is the maximum difference between energy exchange commitments in subsequent hours. Thus, residual load variability and uncertainty are explicitly reduced by lowering these schedule elasticity and adaptability values. It is envisioned that these market parameters would be fixed during the microgrid project planning stage, i.e., via a long term contract between the microgrid and utility company. The electricity tariffs, feed-in tariffs, and fixed charges over the contract life would also be agreed to at this time. Therefore, this could be implemented in a manner similar to existing power purchase agreements.
During operation, the microgrid operators communicate a 24-hour-ahead energy exchange commitment to the utility company at the start of every hour. The power exchange is then metered over the subsequent hour, and the microgrid operators billed/remunerated based on the volume of energy exchange and any potential commitment violation (based on the commitment value that was previously established for that time period).
This proposed market structure has several important advantages over previously considered microgrid market structures. Unlike net metering or simple feed-in tariff schemes, microgrid operators are obligated to provide energy exchange commitments to reduce the uncertainty that the utility must mitigate. In addition, the schedule adaptability can be tuned to reduce the load variability. Unlike auction-based market systems (e.g., [41] ), the microgrid operators are provided with stable rates that they can use for financial analysis before initial investment and expansion planning. Moreover, the proposed market system is scalable since there is no iterative negotiation involved to reach a market equilibrium. The framework may also enable microgrid operators to negotiate more attractive electricity rates or lower fixed costs, e.g., in exchange for tighter schedule elasticity or adaptability values, since the residual load is easier to service. Finally, the proposed market structure may be considered similar to some industrial demand side management programs (e.g., the system in [42] ) wherein large, energy-intensive industrial customers negotiate an energy exchange commitment curve with the utility. Important differences in this work are that the load curve is unilaterally decided by the microgrid operators, there is some permissible deviation from commitments, and microgrids have significant generation/storage capacity in addition to load. In addition, there are differences in the inherent challenges in each problem (i.e., load and renewables stochasticity for the microgrid vs. job-shop constraints for industrial customers).
IV. MODEL FORMULATION
The microgrid considered includes photovoltaics (PV), microturbines, a battery, and a bi-directional connection to the macrogrid. The energy flow diagram is shown in Fig. 1 . The microgrid is operated to minimize the cost of meeting the power demand through local generation, dispatch of storage devices, and power exchange with the macrogrid. This work focuses on the scheduling problem which consists of deciding first-stage variables and predicting second-stage variables. Optimal scheduling is needed to ensure that realtime operation is both feasible and economical. The first-and second-stage variables of the problem considered are shown in Table I . Note that even though microturbines can be started very quickly (i.e., order of minutes), the number of committed microturbines is fixed as a first-stage variable to prevent frequent startups and shutdowns during dispatch which would result in excessive unit wear and premature failure. Similarly, the battery charging/discharging state is fixed as a first-stage variable to prevent excessive intra-hour charging and discharging cycles in response to short term demand fluctuations which could increase the battery degradation.
The scheduling problem is formulated as a discrete-time optimization with 1 hour time periods. A receding horizon of 48 hours is used in the optimization. A clear definition of notation is needed since the values of variables may change due to recourse action in successive optimizations and realtime dispatch. The term x(t, τ ) refers to the value of variable x in time period t as predicted/scheduled at the beginning of time period τ . The term x(τ ) refers to the realized value of the variable x in time period τ . One can identify the time periods corresponding to the optimization initiated at time τ as:
In the proposed market structure, microgrid operators must provide an estimate of their hourly net energy exchange with the macrogrid one day ahead of time to allow adequate time for scheduling of large power plants. The optimization horizon is split up into two distinct phases because of this day-ahead commitment. In the first 24 hours, scheduled power exchange must lie close to the previously established commitments. In the latter 24 hours no commitments have been made. Thus, the optimization horizon can be divided into two subsets:
Given that there is significant stochasticity in both microgrid-scale load and renewable availability, the scheduling problem is formulated as a chance-constrained optimization problem. This problem is then transformed into a MILP which can be solved using standard methods.
A. Macrogrid Exchange
The net power exchange with the macrogrid is given by:
where P buy is power bought from the macrogrid, P sell is power sold to the macrogrid, and P g is the net power exchange with the macrogrid. The scheduling optimization is formulated as a discrete-time problem, so the energy exchange with the macrogrid over a single time period is given by P g (t) t. Since t = 1 hour and units of kW and kWh are used in this work, the t will not be shown when converting between power and energy units in subsequent equations.
In the proposed market structure, energy exchange commitments have some maximum step-size from hour-to-hour, and microgrids are penalized for large deviations from their commitments. The schedule adaptability, δ, is the maximum commitment step-size:
where E com is the energy exchange commitment. This equation can be reformulated to remove the absolute value operator:
A high adaptability gives microgrid operators more freedom to shape their energy exchange schedule to match forecasted renewables output, while a low adaptability reduces ramping requirements for macrogrid power plants. The schedule elasticity, γ , is the maximum permissible deviation from energy exchange commitments before market penalties are incurred:
where E v is the commitment violation, which is penalized at a high rate. A high elasticity allows microgrid operators more freedom to update their energy exchange as uncertain conditions are realized, while a low elasticity reduces the uncertainty in the hourly residual load. This equation can be reformulated into a set of linear inequalities to remove the max and absolute value operators:
The schedule adaptability and elasticity are tunable market parameters that would be negotiated at the project planning phase. In the case study presented in Section V, the effect of these parameters on the microgrid performance and energy exchange regulation will be investigated by varying them within a specified range. The microgrid operator must make a new day-ahead energy exchange commitment each hour. Auxiliary variables, E exp com , are introduced to represent the microgrid operator's expected energy exchange commitments over the second 24 hours of the scheduling horizon (i.e., if forced to make commitments for all those hours right now, these would be the best values). After each scheduling optimization, the expected commitment value in 24 hours, E exp com (τ + 24, τ ), is submitted to the utility as the newest commitment value, E com (τ + 24). Once a commitment has been established, it cannot change in future time periods.
These expected commitments are treated with constraints similar to the real commitments. For example, they are constrained to ensure that (6) is not violated:
They are also used to quantify expected commitment violations in the latter half of the optimization horizon:
Finally, the microgrid operator should make energy exchange commitments which are both economical and unlikely to be violated. A commitment deviation, Q, can be defined as the difference between the expected energy exchange and the actual commitment value supplied to the utility:
where it is desirable to have a commitment deviation close to zero (i.e., the microgrid operator should not mislead the utility about expected energy exchange). Again, this can be reformulated to remove the absolute value operator:
B. Microturbines
Microturbines serve as a dispatchable power source. For simplicity, only a single model is considered in this paper, and the individual units are considered to be indistinguishable:
where x is the number of microturbines turned on, and N m is the number of microturbines installed. When on, microturbines must operate at a power, P m , between some maximum and minimum setpoint to maintain stable operation:
Fuel usage, F m , is taken to be an affine function of power output:
where α and β are constant coefficients. Startup events are tracked and penalized in the objective function since they contribute extra wear and fuel usage:
where y m is the number of microturbines startups. Note that x(τ − 1, τ ) refers to the realized value x(τ − 1). A similar argument can made for all equations that have coupling over time, but they will not be explicitly stated in the interest of brevity.
C. Battery Bank
A battery bank is used to store and dispatch power. The storage level in the battery, E b , is governed by the discretized ordinary differential equation:
where P c and P d are power charged and discharged, respectively, and η c and η d are charging and discharging efficiencies, respectively. The energy level of the battery must lie somewhere between its maximum capacity and minimum capacity (E up b and E lo b , respectively) to prevent deep discharges which shorten battery life. The battery power is also constrained since the battery efficiency is much lower during rapid charing/discharging. This also prevents temperature spikes which could damage the battery. Finally, it is constrained to either be charging or discharging in each time period. The feasible range of battery operation can then be described by:
where χ b is a binary variable which is equal to 1 when discharging, and P up c and P up d are auxiliary variables which describe the maximum feasible setpoints for P c and P d , respectively. Like microturbine startups, cycling of the battery bank is tracked and penalized in the objective function:
where ψ b is a binary variable indicating cycling.
D. Photovoltaic Power
PV power can be curtailed if desired:
where P s is the actual PV power generated and P up s is the power generated when operating at the maximum power point.
E. Power Balance
In each time period, the expected generation, consumption, import, and export of power must be balanced based on the expected value of second-stage variables:
where P is the forecasted load. However, there are inherent forecasting errors in the load and PV availability values.
The first-stage variables should be chosen such that forecasting errors will not lead to an unexpected increase in commitment violations since these are severely penalized. For this purpose, the chance-constrained power balance (31) , as shown at the bottom of this page, is used. This equation states that, after revealing the true values for PV availability and demand, the energy balance can be satisfied without increasing E v with at least a probability of 1 − , where is a small value. Chance-constrained equations cannot be directly used in standard optimization solvers, so (31) is transformed into a set of linear inequalities based on forecasted values for the stochastic parameters. Full discussion of the forecasting of load and PV output is beyond the scope of this paper; instead, simple noise corruption of the true load values is used to simulate this forecasting. The forecasted values are given by:
where the forecasting errors, e and e s , are assumed to be zeromean and normally distributed [43] . The standard deviations are described by:
where the relative uncertainty is assumed to increase with the prediction length, and the PV power uncertainty is higher when solar radiation levels are low (i.e., sunrise, sunset, and cloudy periods) [44] , [45] . The magnitude of the uncertainty is based on the errors reported in relevant forecasting literature [45] , [46] . In reality, the uncertainty distribution and magnitude will vary depending on the load shape (i.e., type of end-user) and geographic location. Therefore, some numerical values (e.g., microgrid operating cost) will depend on the case study specifics. However, the results presented in Section VI should be generic in terms of effectiveness of the market structure at reducing residual load uncertainty and variability, and in terms of trends in the microgrid performance. The inherent uncertainty of the microgrid's load and renewables production should be considered during the negotiation of appropriate values for schedule elasticity and adaptability. Also note that other probability distributions could be used for e and e s . Normal distributions are used here for simplicity and because they are a common assumption.
Eq. (31) can be satisfied by ensuring that the probability of over-and under-commitment are both less than /2. This is captured in (36) and (37), shown at the top top of this page, which state that E v does not have to be increased due to having too much or too little capacity committed, respectively. To avoid commitment violations due to generating excess local power, units can always be operated at their minimum feasible power contributions and all renewable power can be curtailed. Similarly, to avoid commitment violations due to insufficient local generation, units can be operated at their maximum feasible power contributions with no renewable curtailment.
Using these assumptions, (36) can be reformulated as (38) and (39) , as shown at the top of this page. In these equations, −1 (p) is the inverse cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution evaluated at probability p. To obtain these equations, the realized values of dispatch decisions are replaced by their minimum value, the uncertainty of the demand is evaluated at the required probability level (note that PV power is curtailed and thus not evaluated), and the equality is replaced by an inequality. These linear inequalities ensure that there exists a feasible setpoint for second-stage dispatch decisions such that the energy balance is maintained without having increase E v when the demand is very low. Similarly, (37) can be reformulated as (40) and (41), as shown at the top of this page. In these equations, the realized values of dispatch decisions are replaced by their maximum value, and the uncertainty of the net demand minus PV power is evaluated at the required probability level. These equations ensure that there exists a feasible setpoint for second-stage dispatch decisions such that the energy balance is maintained without having increase E v when the net demand minus renewables is very high.
Eqns. (38)- (41) are used in place of (31) in order to obtain a MILP formulation for the scheduling problem.
F. Objective Function
The objective function to be minimized is the expected cost over the scheduling horizon. The expected operational cost for the horizon starting at time τ is given by:
where ζ are cost coefficients or penalty weights. The terms are the penalty for commitment violations, cost of fuel consumed, cost and revenue from power exchange with the macrogrid, microturbine startup costs, battery cycle costs, value of the terminal battery storage level, and the commitment deviation penalty, respectively. Energy left in the battery is valued since it can be sold or used in the future. Note that this terminal storage value is only used due to the finite horizon formulation, and neither it nor the commitment deviation penalty are included when calculating the realized cost.
G. Scheduling Formulations
The chance-constrained scheduling problem is the MILP:
Minimize (42) Subject to: (4), (8) In order to provide a consistent frame of reference for the results, two alternate scheduling formulations are used. One, referred to as the business-as-usual (BAU) case, does not TABLE II  MICROTURBINE MODEL PARAMETERS   TABLE III  BATTERY MODEL PARAMETERS require microgrid operators to make energy exchange commitments. This formulation will be used to evaluate the impact of the proposed market structure on the results. Since the BAU case cannot have commitment violations, the relevant constants and terms in the objective function are removed.
The other alternative, referred to as the deterministic case, requires microgrid operators to make energy exchange commitments, but does not incorporate consideration of the uncertainty into the scheduling optimization. In other words, (38) - (41) are removed from the problem. This approach will be used to evaluate the importance and effect of accounting for stochasticity during scheduling.
V. CASE STUDY
A case study is considered for a microgrid serving a community of residential customers. A one year dataset of aggregate residential load and rooftop PV output is used to compare these different approaches to the scheduling problem. Recorded data of actual load and PV output in Austin, TX was obtained from the Pecan Street Inc. Dataport. 1 Duration curve representations of these datasets are shown in Fig. 2 . The microturbine and battery sizes were chosen empirically based on the system load and the parameters are shown in Tables II and III, respectively. A time-of-use pricing scheme (shown in Table IV ) is used for energy exchange with the macrogrid based on reported time-of-use energy tariffs for Austin Energy. 2 A constant natural gas price of 2.27 ¢/kWh th is used. The commitment violation penalty rate, ζ v, is taken to be 30.6 ¢/kWh (3x the on-peak electricity tariff). The commitment deviation coefficient ζ Q is taken to be 100. The value of energy stored in TABLE IV TIME-OF-USE PRICING SCHEME the battery is based on the feed-in tariff after the optimization horizon:
The results are analyzed as the two market parameters, schedule elasticity and schedule adaptability, are varied from 10-60 kWh. The MILP optimization problems are formulated in GAMS and solved with the CPLEX 12 solver to within a relative optimality gap of 1%. The realized values of secondstage variables are calculated in MATLAB. Total computation time for simulation of all three scheduling approaches is 90 minutes on a 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon W3520 with 4 GB RAM.
A. Calculation of Realized Second Stage Variables
After each scheduling optimization is performed, the true values for demand and PV availability for the next hour are revealed and the second stage variables are calculated. To do so, the setpoints for the battery and microturbine are initially set at their scheduled values, the PV curtailment is set to 0, and the grid power is set as close to the scheduled value as possible without commitment violations. If demand exceeds generation, the dispatch of microturbines is increased first, then batteries, then the macrogrid. If generation exceeds demand, the dispatch of microturbines is decreased first, then batteries, then the macrogrid (until the energy exchange commitment would be violated), and finally PV power is curtailed. If there is still excessive generation, the contribution of the grid is decreased further. This strategy minimizes commitment violations and renewables curtailment. First-stage variables are not allowed to change from their scheduled values (e.g., x(τ, τ ) ).
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Power Exchange With the Macrogrid
Figs. 3 and 4 show the frequency and magnitude of realized commitment violations for both the deterministic and chance-constrained scheduling approaches. Considering uncertainty at the scheduling stage via the chance-constrained approach reduces the frequency of commitment violations by an order of magnitude versus the deterministic scheduling approach. Fig. 3 shows that increasing the schedule elasticity decreases the frequency and magnitude of violations since microgrid operators are given more freedom to deviate from commitments before penalties/violations are incurred. In Fig. 4 there is no clearly identifiable trend between schedule adaptability and commitment violations. As microgrid operators are given more freedom to establish a schedule which aggressively tracks renewable output, they are still able to meet their energy exchange commitments with a similar level of satisfaction. For practical purposes, the uncertainty in the residual load is equal to the schedule elasticity since commitment violations are infrequent (i.e., ≤1.5% of the time). The frequency and magnitude of commitment violations could be further reduced by incorporating flexible loads (in particular heating and air conditioning) into the scheduling problem. Fig. 5 shows how the tuning of market parameters affects the residual load variability. In the BAU case, there is a large increase in this variability versus the unmodified power demand. This high variability significantly increases the ramping requirements on the macrogrid. The proposed market structure can be used to reduce or largely eliminate these high ramping requirements through a proper selection of the schedule elasticity and adaptability. For a sufficiently low schedule adaptability and elasticity, the distribution of step sizes approaches that of the unmodified power demand with the exception of a small number of larger steps when commitment violations are incurred (see the sharp peak in Fig. 5a  near 100% ). Fig. 6 shows how the tuning of market parameters affects the annual peak load. For the BAU case, the annual peak load is 358 kW. The peak load is lower under the proposed market structure over the entire parameter space investigated for both the chance-constrained and deterministic scheduling approaches. This peak load is particularly reduced when the schedule adaptability is set very low (up to ∼30-40% reduction when δ = 10 kWh). Varying the schedule elasticity is observed to have only a mild impact on these results. Annual peak load determines the generation capacity needed by the macrogrid, and reducing it helps to lower macrogrid energy costs. Fig. 7 shows the average microgrid operating cost as the two market parameters are changed. The cost in both chance-constrained and deterministic scheduling approaches is significantly higher than the BAU cost, though relaxing the market parameters reduces the cost. As schedule elasticity is decreased, microgrid operators are allowed less freedom to deviate from economically poor commitments that are made due to inaccurate load and renewables forecasts. In addition, commitment violation penalties increase as the elasticity is lowered. Finally, when the elasticity is low, the chanceconstrained optimization must commit more microturbines even when they have low expected utilization because the macrogrid connection cannot supply much reserve capacity. The cost also decreases as the schedule adaptability is increased. This is largely due to the fact that a higher schedule adaptability allows microgrid operators to achieve a higher utilization of the freely available solar power, as will be shown in Section VI-C. This decrease in cost versus adaptability tapers off as the renewables utilization approaches 100%. Finally, the operating cost is higher in the chance-constrained approach than the deterministic approach since the scheduling results are inherently more conservative in order to ensure that the probability of incurring commitment violations is very small. On average, the chance-constrained scheduling approach is 4% more expensive than the deterministic scheduling approach.
B. Operating Cost
In addition to curtailment of renewables, the cost under the proposed market structure is high since flexibility is provided solely via microturbines and the battery. Microturbines are less electrically efficient and more costly than utility-provided power, but they may be more attractive when used for cogeneration. This was not considered in this work to maintain simplicity. In addition, the battery cycling cost is based on the replacement cost which is significant. The BAU case has a lower energy supply cost because it uses these units relatively infrequently and typically relies on the macrogrid connection for providing any needed balancing power. The relative cost depends on the case study specifics, but the incorporation of active loads is expected to significantly improve this trade-off between regulation and economic performance (e.g., heating and cooling loads can be shifted at little opportunity cost). Fig. 8 shows the amount of available solar power curtailed. Curtailment can reach extreme values of >20% when energy exchange with the macrogrid is very tightly regulated. However, increasing the schedule elasticity and/or the schedule adaptability allows microgrid operators to achieve a higher utilization of renewables. Fig. 8a shows that, with a high schedule adaptability, microgrid operators are able to utilize over 95% of available PV power even when the schedule elasticity is low. As previously mentioned, the chance-constrained scheduling approach is inherently more conservative than the deterministic approach which results in more curtailment of PV power. However, this curtailment is at worst 3.7 percentage points higher than the deterministic case over the entire parameter space investigated. The renewables utilization under strict market regulation could be improved by incorporating flexible loads into the scheduling and dispatch of the microgrid system as it would provide another potential use for the power that cannot be exported to the grid. Fig. 9 shows the overall microturbine fuel efficiency achieved in the chance-constrained scheduling approach. As the schedule adaptability is increased at constant schedule elasticity, the average fuel efficiency decreases. Utilization of PV power increases with the adaptability, but this introduces more uncertainty into the power balance. This leads to more frequent operation of microturbines at low power setpoints to provide reserve capacity that can respond to stochasticity and a lower fuel efficiency. As the schedule elasticity increases, the fuel efficiency improves because the grid connection can respond more actively to realized stochasticity and there is less need for local reserve capacity. Furthermore, when the schedule elasticity is high, microturbines are less likely to need to be turned on due to a poor energy exchange commitment.
C. Utilization of Renewables
D. Local Fuel Efficiency
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel market structure with constrained energy exchange is proposed to reduce the disruptive impact of microgrids on the macrogrid. A case study for a residential microgrid is used to show that the proposed market structure is able to significantly reduce the uncertainty and variability of the microgrid residual load. The magnitude of this uncertainty and variability reduction depends on the choice of two tunable market parameters, the schedule elasticity and schedule adaptability. Under sufficiently tight energy exchange regulation, the macrogrid ramping requirements for serving the residual load are practically indistinguishable from serving the unmodified power demand. When stochasticity is incorporated into the microgrid scheduling problem via the proposed chance-constrained formulation, the empirical probability of exceeding the allowed elasticity (or equivalently, the probability of having any commitment violation) in a given hour is less than 1.5% for all the combinations of market parameters studied. Not accounting for stochasticity during scheduling resulted in an order of magnitude increase in the probability of incurring commitment violations.
There is a degradation in microgrid performance as the level of regulation increases. Most importantly, the operating cost and curtailment of available renewable power rise sharply under tight regulation. The fuel efficiency and environmental performance of the microgrid may also be negatively impacted by increasing regulation. These trends may limit the level of regulation that can be achieved without rendering microgrids economically infeasible. However, there is a range of market parameters where reasonable trade-offs between energy exchange regulation and microgrid performance is observed. The chance-constrained scheduling approach has slightly worse performance in these areas, but is significantly better at fulfilling energy exchange commitments. Finally, the cost of meeting energy exchange commitments was shown to be significant, but the incorporation of controllable loads and cogeneration into the scheduling and dispatch is expected to significantly reduce this cost; this will be addressed in future work.
